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Abstract. In this work, we present RESQUE, an efficient algorithm
for querying large-scale biological networks. The algorithm uses a semiMarkov random walk model to estimate the correspondence scores between nodes across different networks. The target network is iteratively
reduced based on the node correspondence scores, which are also iteratively re-estimated for improved accuracy, until the best matching subnetwork emerges. The proposed network querying scheme is computationally efficient, can handle any network query with arbitrary topology,
and yields accurate querying results.
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Introduction

The increasing availability of large-scale biological networks, including proteinprotein interaction (PPI) networks, metabolic networks, and co-expression networks, asks for effective tools that can be used to analyze these network data
and gain useful biological insights. Network querying is one such example, whose
goal is to identify subnetwork regions in a large target network that are similar
to a given query network [3]. For instance, a network querying algorithm can
be used to search for novel potential pathways in a given biological network
that are similar to known pathways, thereby enabling knowledge transfer from
well-studied species to less-studied ones. The optimal network querying problem has been shown to be NP-complete, by reduction to the graph isomorphism
problem [2], and various approaches have been proposed so far to make it computationally feasible [2, 4, 1]. Despite recent advances in the field, most of the
currently existing algorithms still have a number of practical limitations. For
example, most algorithms cannot handle network queries with arbitrary topology, and the structure of the query network is often limited to linear paths or
trees [2]. Or alternatively, the query network is simply treated as a collection of
nodes by ignoring the network topology [1]. Moreover, many existing algorithms
suffer from high computational complexity, which often increases exponentially
with the query size, making them unsuitable for performing large queries.

In this work, we propose a novel network querying algorithm called RESQUE
(REduction-based scheme using Semi-Markov scores for network QUErying)
that can effectively address the aforementioned issues. RESQUE takes a probabilistic approach for fast and accurate network querying, which iteratively reduces the target network based on the so-called node correspondence scores
computed via a semi-Markov random walk model. These scores provide a probabilistic measure of the similarities between nodes that belong to different networks (i.e., the query and the target networks) and can be efficiently computed
by a closed-form formula. At each iteration, the estimated node correspondence
scores are used to shrink the search space in the target network by removing the
nodes that have minimal correspondence to the query nodes. The node correspondence scores are then re-estimated based on the reduced network, and the
network reduction process is repeated until the target network has been sufficiently reduced. The iterative re-estimation of the correspondence scores leads to
better querying results with higher expected accuracy. After the iterative reduction process, the final querying result is obtained using two different strategies.
The first strategy, called RESQUE-M, uses the maximum weighted matching
algorithm to find the best matching subnetwork that maximizes the expected
accuracy. The second strategy, called RESQUE-C, finds the largest connected
subnetwork in the reduced target network. RESQUE does not restrict the topology of the query network, and it can handle linear paths, trees, and general
structures with loops. Furthermore, the query can be connected, partially connected, or simply a collection of nodes with unknown network topology.
To assess the performance of RESQUE, we carried out network queries of
1,184 protein complexes of size 4 ∼ 25 in the PPI networks of fly, yeast, and
human, which are the three largest PPI networks that are currently available.
We compared our algorithm with Torque [1], a state-of-the-art network querying
algorithm, which has been shown to outperform many existing algorithms. Our
results show that both RESQUE-M and RESQUE-C yield significantly larger
number of hits compared to Torque, with higher functional coherence rates at
comparable specificity levels. The computational complexity of RESQUE is polynomial in terms of the query size, and it is able to complete each query within a
few seconds for all complexes considered in our experiments, while Torque may
need more than an hour for some of them. Further performance assessment based
on simulated data shows that RESQUE is also highly robust against distortions
in the node similarity score as well as random node deletions and insertions.
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